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university | student government elections

voter turnout hits high
New polling place, more
stringent campaign rules
likely causes of increase in
voters over 2007 elections
By Nora Maberry
News Editor

M

Bryce Peake | The Daily Eastern News

Olivia Denton hands out ballots Monday afternoon in the Library Quad during the Student
Government elections. Voting was consolidated to one location this year.

ore than 400 students voted in
the first day of Student Government elections, said Student Senate Speaker Megan Ogulnick.
Ogulnick was running the voting tent
on Monday.
“It’s been fantastic,” she said. “In
between classes, it’s been crazy.” Ogulnick
credited a better location with the increase
in voters.
The voting tent is located in the library
quad between Booth Library and the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Previously students could vote in the
Student Recreation Center, the Union,
Carman Hall and Coleman Hall. During
the spring 2007 Student Government elections, 498 students voted. During the Student Government elections in December,
387 students voted.
Candidates were not allowed to campaign within 100 feet of the voting tent.
Levi Bulgar, student body president candidate for the Student United Party, campaigned in the south quad for six hours.
He said the party has been talking to
many students today for the first time.
“It’s refreshing,” Bulgar added. Bulgar’s
party passed out flyers reminding students
to vote.
“During times when there aren’t as
many students that is when we grab people
and explain our platform,” Bulgar said.
On Monday night, the SUP went to
organizations, including the Black Student
Union and Public Relations Student Society of America, to remind students to vote.

»

See elections, Page 5

campus | events

Forum argues existence of God
Philosophy club shows
both sides of debate
about higher being
By Emily Zulz
Activities Reporter
Not one seat was empty for the
discussion on the existence of God.
The front, back and aisles of
Lumpkin Auditorium were soon filled
up as faculty, students and community members kept coming through the
door. Many were left standing in the
back.
The Philosophy Forum, a group
out of the philosophy department
presented the question “Does God
Exist?” to the campus. Between 250
to 275 came to the discussion, while
the auditorium only seats 240.
Mario Podeschi, an English graduate student, came to the forum
because he had a philosophy minor
and had been noticing signs advertising around Coleman Hall.

As an atheist, he said he naturally
has a complicated relationship with
Christianity, which embodies his
home and his culture.
“So in the spirit of my education,
I need to round out my understanding,” Podeschi said.
The forum featured guest speakers
Richard Foley, assistant professor of
history of philosophy from the University of Missouri-Columbia, and
Grant Sterling, assistant professor of
philosophy from Eastern.
“Philosophy is not just for philosophers,” said Jenna Smith, a senior
philosophy major and a member of
the forum.
She said often there is this misunderstanding of both parties on the
argument if God exists.
Smith said the forum wanted to
offer rational concepts to ground
both sides.
Sterling addressed the affirmative
to the question, while Foley presented the negative.

»

See god debate, Page 5
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Grant Sterling, assistant professor of philosophy, specializes in Medieval Rational Theory and Ethical Theory. Sterling argued his side of
the cosmological argument in the Philosophy Department’s forum
“Does God Exist?” Monday in Lumpkin Hall. The cosmological argument takes on the issue of whether a higher being exists.

campus | technology

Web sites
changing
‘real life’
contact
Social networks make
it easier to connect,
share mutual interests
By Brittni Garcia
Faculty Senate Reporter
Communication has changed in
the last decade whether it’s through
text messaging, Myspace or Facebook.
College students account for
more than half of Facebook users in
the world. Facebook has had over
70 million users sign up since it was
founded in February 2004.
Facebook is a social media site,
located in Palo Alto, Calif., that
helps people all over the world communicate more efficiently with family, friends, and coworkers.
With all the users, it makes it the
second most-trafficked social media
site in the world.
In December 2004, Facebook
reached nearly 1 million active members. A year later, Facebook had more
than 5.5 million active members.
Chuck Schafer, a senior corporate
communications major, signed up
for Facebook in the spring of 2005.
“I go on every time I sit at a computer,” Schafer said. “Before I had
Facebook I used to use AIM (AOL
Instant Messenger) and my cell
phone more often.”
Kathy Blank, a sociology professor, is afraid Facebook is changing
communication between people.
“In short form, Facebook scares
me from the standpoint of the way
communication has changed, and
just the sheer speed we conduct our
conversations, how anonymous it is,
no need for face to face,” Blank said.
Blank tells her classes how much
she values looking into their eyes
when they talk.
This way of communication is a
measure of non-verbal communicative methodology that requires body
language and eye contact. She does
not get that from electronic methods, Blank said.
“People who would never have
considered the value of cell communication or e-mail now do so with
impunity,” Blank said.
Blank said she does not want to
give up any electronic methods of
communication; however, she does
weigh in on losing others.
Every time Kayleigh Hawrysio,
a sophomore education major, goes
to the library, she sees people on the
computers with Facebook up on the
screen or the tab on the bottom.
“It’s what people do and it is easy
to get a hold of someone through it,”
Hawrysio said. “I’d rather Facebook
someone for meetings and questions
because I know they are bound to
get it before they check their e-mail
or voicemail.”

»

See facebook, Page 5
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WEATHER BRIEF
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Today will be mostly sunny skies with a daytime
high temperature in the mid to high 50s. Tonight
our skies will be just as clear but expect the
overnight low temperature to dip into the low 40s.

Mostly Sunny
SSW10

For rurrent conditions visit EIU WeatherCenter at www.eiu.edu/-wearher

ENTERTAINMENT I A DAILY LOOK

Craig takes break from Bond for British drama
The Associated Press
LONDON- He's a style icon
known to millions as suave superspy
James Bond.
So it could be called ironic that
Daniel Craig feels at home playing
an aging, miserable actor in the lowbudget British film "Flashbacks of a
Fool."
But Craig says it would be "terribly easy" to become like his character
Joe Scot, an embittered, fading star
who finds no amount of Hollywood
hedonism can fill the void within.
"He has failed as a human being,
and I wanted to explore that," Craig
told reporters Sunday at the film's
world premiere in London.
Craig attended Sunday's London
premiere midway through filming
on his second Bond thriller, "Quantum of Solace," which is due for release later this year.
The actor has not always seemed
comfortable with the level of atten-

tion he has received since being cast
as 007 in 2005. "Flashbacks" is a return to small-scale, personal projects for Craig. It was written and directed by his longtime friend Baillie
Walsh, best known as a director of
videos and documentaries for bands
including INXS, Massive Attack and
Oasis.

Blanchett gives birth
to third son in Sydney
SYDNEY, Australia
Cate
Blanchett has given birth to her
third son.
Blanchett, 38, delivered Ignatius
Martin Upton in Sydney on Sunday, said Tim McKeough, media relations manager at the Sydney Theatre Company, where Blanchett and
her playwright husband are co-artistic directors.
The baby weighed 7 pounds, 9
ounces, he said.
Blanchett and husband Andrew
Upton have two other sons: Dashi-

ell, 6, and Roman, 3. The Academy
Award-winning actress next appears
with Harrison Ford in the movie
"Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of
the Crystal Skull," due in theaters in
May.

Matchbox Twenty pulls out
of concert for animals
CHEYENNE, Wyo. - Matchbox Twenty has canceled a performance at a large rodeo event out of
concern for the animals.
Lead singer Rob Thomas confirmed that the band is pulling out
of its July 18 show at Cheyenne
Frontier Days, which bills itself as
the world's biggest outdoor rodeo.
"We ask that (fans) please understand that it would be impossible for
us to put ourselves in the position
of making money from what we believe to be the mistreatment of animals," according to a statement from
1homas posted Saturday on the
band's Web site.

WHAT THE ... I WEIRD,
UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

PHOTO OF THE DAY

Askater's
playground

Debate ensues
about if a goat is
a pet or livestock
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Alex Thorlton, a freshman math major, ollies off the steps of Klehm
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·Greek Week package - The Greek community
rounded off another Greek Week last week. For a Web
site dedicated exclusively to Greek Week, visit www.
eiu.edu/-den/interactive/greekweeklookingback or
visit dennews.com and look for Greek Week under our
Online Exclusives Section.
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Visitors can also add their own
events to the calendar.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. A central
Kentucky planning board won't get Gale
Warfield's goat, but the city commission
might.
Officials in Frankfort are discussing
whether goats are livestock or pets. The
issue came up in October when Warfield received a violation notice about the
goat and duck she keeps as pets on her
residential property.
Warfield said the letter informed her
that Szokie the goat had to go. Then she
received a second letter saying he could
stay while officials decide what he is.
Last month, the city's planning commission proposed an amendment that
would have allowed up to two farm animals to live in the city on land of five
acres or more. Under the current regulations, farm animals are only permitted on tracts of five acres or more that
are zoned industrial, commercial or agricultural.
A public meeting on the proposed
changes was scheduled last week but the
meeting was canceled and the amendment withdrawn. The members of the
zoning committee said the proposed
changes were unnecessary.
Warfield said she's distraught because
the situation is still unresolved.
"I don't know what to do from one
day to the next," she said. ''I'm at a loss
for words on all this."
If Warfield is forced to get rid of
Szokie, she said, she'll try and find him
a good home that will love and care for
him.

EXTENDED COVERAGE AT WWW.DENNEWS.COM

COMMENTS / TIPS
Contact any of the above staff members you
believe your information is relevant to at their
provided e-mail address.
You may alsocall581-7942 or visit the student
publications newsroom at 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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dents of Eastern Illinois University. It is published
daily Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Ill.,
during fall and spring semesters and twice weekly
during the summer term except during university
vacations or examinations.
One copy per day is free to students and faculty.
Additional copies can be obtained for 50 cents
each in the Student Publications Office in Buzzard
Hall.
The Daily Eastern News is a member of
The Associated Press, which is entitled to exclusive
use of all articles appearing in this publication.
Subsaiption price I $50 per semester, $30 for
summer, $95 all year.
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2008
4 Bed Apt.

2 Full Bath
Fully Furnished
•Roomate match
available
•Brand new
across from
Lantz

Call today for lowered rates for
Fall and Spring Semester 2008

ATIENfiON ALL
Run an AD in the Back to
School Guide TODAY!
This guide goes out to ALL newcomers of
Eastern (i.e. incomingfreshman,
transfers and grad students).
3~00 guides are sent via mail and
in orientation packets

•

It also comes out the first week of school
with a circulation of 13,000.

CAMPUS I EVENT

CAMPUS BRIEFS

FOCUSING ON CAUSE AND EFFECT

Sex toy party to be
held at Union
The EIU Pride is hosting the "First
Official Sex Toy Party Ever" from 6
to 8 p.m. today in t he Effingham
Room ofthe Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
The event is a part of EIU Pride's
annual festivities for Pride Week.
Contact Dan Koteski at 581-3970
for more information.

Speaker gives lecture on
five Buddhist precepts
By Alison Burge
Staff Reporter
Dharma master Thich Nu Nguyen believes in
cause and effect.
Nguyen spoke to Eastern students about five
precepts of Buddhism on Monday as part of Eastern's Asian Heritage Celebration month, held
throughout April.
Precepts are religious orders that define what a
religion sees as moral.
Nguyen said the five precepts that should
be followed to be happy are no killing, no stealing, no adultery, no foul language and no outside
entertainment that will have a bad influence.
For the first precept - no killing - Nguyen said
even animals have a desire to live and a family to
love.
"When we kill the animal, the animal gets
upset," Nguyen said. "When it's dying, it releases
poisonous chemicals in its body, and when we eat
the animal, we eat all the poisons in the body."
The second precept Nguyen discussed was
what we "have here."
Nguyen said "have here" means physical
or spiritual possessions. One of the main ideas
behind the second precept is being afraid oflosing
what humans possess.
"We're really scared of losing our possessions,"
Nguyen said. "Do you dare take it away from others?''
According to Nguyen, Buddha said that whatever a person has no one can take it away.
"If they don't give it to you then you don't have
the right to take it," Nguyen said.
Nguyen said the third Buddhism precept is no
adultery, which means not having more than one
husband or wife. Nguyen added it is all an issue of
cause and effect.
"A bad cause will have a bad effect and a good
cause will have a good effect," Nguyen said. "We
have to plant a good cause to have a good effect."
The fourth precept Nguyen talked about was
speech.
Nguyen said from speech we can find happiness or we can find unhappiness.
"It's also very important to listen," Nguyen
stated. "People come to the temple to find relief

Team Flight Brothers
performing tonight

JOHN BAILEY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Thich Nu Nguyen, a Buddhist Dharma master, spoke to Eastern students Monday night about the
five precepts of Buddhism as part of Asian Heritage Celebration Month.

and listening takes 50 percent of their sorrows."
The last precept Nguyen discussed during the
lecture was staying away from substances that
would not bring happiness, which includes things
like drugs and movies.
"The fifth precept could be anything that
would harm us physically or spiritually," Nguyen
said.
Nguyen said everyone has the ability to create
his or her own happiness.
She also said we need to believe in ourselves to
bring a good life to loved ones.
"If you are a Buddhist practitioner, you must
keep all five practices in mind," she said.
Marthew Hagaman, a junior elementary education major, said he enjoyed the lecture.
"Overall, I was impressed with the presentation," Hagaman said. '1 went into it expecting a

MORE ONLINE
Online reporter Seth Miller spoke with Buddhist professor John Martone, who presented
the lecture.

www.dennews.com

lecture by a faculty member, but was pleased to
find true practitioners."
Hagaman said he though the lecture was wellsuited for audience.
"The simple breakdown of a complex philosophy into five basic mindful practices was simple
and effective," he said.
Alison Burge can be reached at 581 -7942 or at
anburge@eiu.edu.

CAMPUS I CONTEST

Students and faculty team up for iMovie magic
Short movies use
strictly Apple software
in production

I

By Joshua Van Dyke
Staff Reporter
Students and faculty had a firsthand look at how changing technology can be used to reach out to students.
Submissions to the iLife Academic Challenge were shown Monday in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The goal of the iLife Academic Challenge showed what resources are available to students and how
technology can be used to reach out
to them.
"The grand old professor on the
stage, looking down at students ...
they expect more than that," said
Jason Beckham, who acts as liaison
between Apple and Eastern.
Movies submirted to the competition had to meet two requirements.
The movie's topic had to be related to academics and the movies had
to be created using iLife programs
such as iMovie, GarageBand, and
iDVD.

..

.. .,, '

Economics professors Linda Ghent and Jim Bruehler check out the
Student Recreation Center's ilife movie during Eastern's ilife Academic
Challenge showcase in the University Ballroom of the MLK Jr. University
Union on Monday afternoon.
The submissions were scored
based on production quality and the
material itself and the winner was
announce Monday.
The winning submission, "Expedition Nature's Realm," looked at
the purpose and story behind a documentary series of the same name
created by Eastern climatology
instructor Cameron D. Craig and
geography major Kevin Jeanes.

Team Flig ht Brothers is a touring
basketball team comprised of
dunkers and streetballers.
The team w ill be performing at 7
p.m. tonig ht in McAfee Gymnasium.
Tickets are available for purchase from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
t he Library Quad by McAfee or at
t he event.
Tickets cost $5. Proceeds from
t he event go to Respect for Youth
and PRSSA.
RFY is a chapter of UMADD. RFY
President Matt Kelly said the proceeds w ill help create an endowment for RFY to bring speakers to
campus.
During t he event audience
members w ill be'tagged in' to
participate in t he basketball
game.
"Insurance w ill not cover this,"
Kelly said.
T-shirts w ill be sold at the event
for $12. Proceeds from the sale of
T-shirts w ill also benefit PRSAA
and RFY.

The purpose of the original series
was to inform students about a
growing population's impact on the
environment.
"The lighting and the quality of
the interviews (were) very professional," said Rachal Roach, an Ulinois State University Video Conference Coordinator and Eastern
Alumni who acted as one of three
judges at the competition.

The other two judges were Carol Scheidenhelm of Loyola University in Chicago and Morrie Reece,
Apple's Senior Education Development Executive.
After the judges cast their votes
the audience members got a chance
to have their say, 60 audience members were given keypads to vote for
their favorite movie out of the top
five.
Before the judge's picks were
shown, audience members could
view any of the nine submissions
that explored topics such as difficulties with teaching international students, the undergraduate research
program at Eastern's physics department, and what the phrase, "I am
EIU," means to students.
"I expected more people to be
here," said Elias Sahyouni, sophomore management information
major, though she still thought the
movies were interesting.
The event was sponsored by Eastern's Center for Academic Technology Support and Apple.
Prizes from the University Bookstore were handed out to the first,
second, and third place winners.

Eastern jazz combos
performing at Booth
Three jazz combos wi ll perform
at 7:30p.m. today in the atrium of
Mary J. Booth Library.
The concert, which is a part of
National Library Week, will feature
classic jazz compositions and
new arrangements by Eastern
students.
Contact Allen Lanham at 5816061 for more information.

-Compiled by News Editor Nora
Maberry and Associate News Editor
Stephen DiBenedetto

CORRECTION
On Page 3 of Monday's edition
ofThe Daily Eastern News, t he
fraternity Pi Kappa Alpha was
misidentified.
On Page 1 of Monday's edition
ofThe Daily Eastern News, Matt
Feely was misidentified.

The DEN regrets the errors.

COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Matt Daniels, via:

Phone 1581-7936,
Joshua Van Dyke can be contacted at
581 -7942 or atjmvandyke@eiu.edu.

E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com
Office vi sit 11811 Buzzard Hall
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STAFF EDITORIAL

THE CULTURE OF THE GYM
U. Pittsburgh- I think I'm getting fat. Well, not really. But I am gaining weight. Over the past couple of
months, I'm pretty sure I've seen some
development in the belly region, and
to my great dismay, my girlfriend confirmed it. I don't want a belly.
I'm extremely lax when it comes to
fitness and eating healthily. I don't really like going to the gym, either. It's not
that I don't like working out - I like the
feeling of accomplishment that you get
when you finish a successful workout.
Your muscles hurt in a good way, you're
tired but also sort of energized and you
feel like eating an obscene amount of
food could be justifiable. It's great!
What isn't so great, though, is gym
culture. What I mean by this is I dislike the kind of atmosphere gyms tend
to have. People seem to work out as an
attempt to put on a show for each other, bragging about how strong and inshape they are to all the other strong
and in-shape people.
There's all this sexual tension, as
well, and I have to wonder about looking good in a gym. That's like trying to
smell nice on a pig farm, but people still
expect it.
All of this makes me very nervous,
especially now that I'm so out of shape.
I feel small and wimpy when it comes
to doing anything remotely related to
the upper body. Personally, I think this
is really unfair because I don't want to
be unable to go to the gym just because
I can't work out as well as the people
who go every day.
It would also be great ifl could just
lose weight without having to do any of
the work at all, but that's about as likely as finding a gym where people aren't
trying to pick each other up.
So, in conclusion, I think I'm just
going to get a cheeseburger.
Rich ard Brown

The Pitt News

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion
of the DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:
DENopinions@gmail.com

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in

The Daily Eastern News.
The DENs policy is to run all letters
that are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words.
Letters to the editor can be brought
in with identification to The DEN
at 1811 Buzzard H all. Letters may
also be submitted electronically from
the author's EIU e-mail address to
D ENopinions@gmail.com.

'The Great Wall of Mexico'

T

o help the illegal immigration problem,
H omeland Security is building 670 miles
of walls and fences running through California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas.
The Bush Administration plans to finish the
U.S .IMexico border this year, leaving 267 miles
yet to be constructed.
Congress gave the administration the power to
build the wall in 2005 and bypassed more than
30 laws and regulations in order to build it. Two
waivers were also issued to allow the building of
fences in Arizona and San Diego.
This power should never have been given.
Residents and property owners along the U.S./
Mexico border are unhappy about the fence
being built in their backyards.
According to Fox News, people in South Texas
refused to give the government access to property
where the fences and walls are to be built. To get
access to the land, the government has sued more
than 50 property owners in South Texas.
These property owners should not be forced to
look at a wall or fence in their backyard, especially since the walls and fences will not likely stop
the illegal immigration problem.
Who's to say no one will simply go around the
wall, or even attempt to go over the wall?
According to the Center for Immigration
Studies, more than 3.3 million legal and illegal
immigrants have entered the United States since
2000 and 11.5 percent of the total population are
immigrants.
H omeland Security estimated in 2006 that the

OUR VIEW
• Situation: The United States is building an
expensive wall along the Mexico border and it's
waiving regulations and laws to do so.
• Stance: The government should not impose
on a citizen's private property to build the wall,
which will hardly solve immigration problems.

population of illegal immigrants is at 11.55 million.
To decrease these numbers, the government
needs to address other ways immigrants are entering the country rather than just building a wall to
solve the problem.
The fence is also a problem because of how
expensive it is.
H omeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff estimated a wall going across the entire length
of the 2,000-mile border would cost $851 billion
for a standard 10-foot fence. It would cost an
extra $362 billion to electrify it. There happen to
be ladders that extend past 10 feet.
The American Patrol Web site reports that half
of the illegal immigrants in the United States are
those who entered the country legally with a visa,
but stayed after their visa expired. This includes
visitors and students who attend college in the
United States.
Clearly, the border is not the only issue and
that is why Congress and the Bush Administration should not have jumped so quickly to build
walls and fences that will likely cause more problems than solve.

We need to draw clearer lines

Al

other tacit drug has been outlawed.

B~1t the punishment doesn't quite fit the

rime.
On Jan. 1, a drug called Salvia divinorum
hit the list of Schedule I drugs, which means it
ranks, in terms of punishment for possession,
along the same lines as drugs like heroin, LSD
and ecstasy, according to the Office of Diversion
Control.
The drug is a plant that can be smoked,
chewed or drank in the form of tea. It has hallucinogenic affects on the user that last no more
than an hour, unlike the longer-lasting effects of
similar drugs like LSD and PCP.
Several states - lllinois is one of eight - have
decided the drug should now be illegal. Others
think these states are overreacting to a drug not
many people have a problem with.
H owever, the issue has 16 other states planning to restrict use of the drug.
Salvia has caused no known deaths to date,
although it was suspected to trigger a teen's suicide two years ago.
According to the Chicago Tribune, a 2006 survey said two percent of 18-to-25-year-olds have
used Salvia in the past year. Rick Doblin, a Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies
researcher, said he thinks the drug is more popular among older adults rather than students.
"It's not a party drug," Doblin said.
Salvia users now risk going to prison for up to
five years.
Salvia should certainly not be legal. There's
really no question. But suddenly shifting its sta-

OUR VIEW
• Situation: Salvia divinorum has been added to the list of Schedule I d rugs, which ranks it
equal to drugs like heroin and LSD.
• Stance: Like marijuana, the drug has caused
no known deaths, unlike other Schedule I
drugs. The ranking system should be altered.

tus from legal to five years in prison for possession is too extreme.
While the drug has no known causes of death,
it is still ranked with drugs that do cause death,
like hero in.
It's clear the drug scheduling system needs to
be revamped.
Different drugs are supposed to be under different schedules for a reason.
Putting less harmful drugs like marijuana and
salvia on the same schedule as heroin and ecstasy
is muddying the lines between what can potentially kill users and what can't.
It also determines a punishment as strict as
these more harmful drugs, which also isn't right.
Drug schedules go from I to V Schedule IV
drugs include "legal" drugs, such as sleep-aid
Lunesta and anti-arlxiety pill, Xanax.
Salvia is a minor drug that, as of now, not
many people abuse. Its popularity will probably
skyrocket for a while in the states that have outlawed it.
Until the dust settles and clearer lines are distinguished, we need to properly educate people
about drugs, starting by not associating the less
harmful ones with more harmful ones.

My freshman year I had a roommate
named Jess. Rob was her boyfriend - at
least I thought he was anyway.
Turns out, my roommate actually had
a girlfriend and Rob not only didn't know
about it, Rob didn't exist.
Rob... was Rebecca.
I was shocked, but it made sense.
There were never any pictures of Rob and
whenever "he" would call she would run
out of the room to talk in the hallway.
I'm not sure there is a canon for the
kinds of feelings one gets when their
roommate comes out to them, but I
didn't go through what might be the stereotypical ones.
I wasn't "afraid" she would look at me
while I changed. It wasn't like living with
a boy.
I felt sad that someone who I considered my closest friend could be so afraid
to be herself around me.
I couldn't imagine the kind offear she
had been living with, worried I would
freak out, move out or tell everyone in
the residence hall.
I felt pain knowing that we had eaten dinner together every night, and just
now, after months of living together, was
the first time I knew the true identity of
the person she cared about most.
And I felt extremely honored that she
would trust me enough to share this with
me.
Things didn't really change after I
knew.
We both still loved root beer floats and
watching sappy movies.
We still had homework and our periods to complain about.
Jess seemed more relaxed and we even
practiced her coming out to her other friends in a mock dinner conversation
one night.
I won't lie, though.
I felt strange the first time she asked
me to help her plan a romantic evening
for Rebecca.
I'm not perfect.
It was new and foreign to me and I
was nervous about a lot of things.
I didn't want to insult my friend,
say the wrong thing or look stupid and
insensitive.
And I was scared because I had never
had a gay friend before.
I had always told my.selfl would be
OK with having gay friends and now it
was time to deliver, so I determined the
only way to make the situation less awkward was to dig in.
And so my freshman year became
less about my 31 credit hours and more
about my education in love, sexuality and
friendship.
I will never be able to thank Jess
enough for her openness and courage.
I learned to respect love no matter
whom it is between.
She and others proved to me that
monogamy, communication and respect
in a relationship are not dependent a person's sex organs.
By Jess's example, I was able to open
my own life up to growth in a way that
affected everything else I studied and
learned in my four years at Eastern.

Katie Anderson is a senior j ournalism
major. She can be reached at 581-7942 or
at DENopinions@gmailcom.
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>> Elections
FROM PAGE 1

Today, they plan on utilizing
more spots around campus to pass
out their flyers and speak to students.
"It's very strategic," Bulgar
said.
A part of Dominic Capparelli's
campaign strategy is campaigning
to the north of the library quad.
The majority of candidates were
concentrating their campaigning
efforts on the south quad.
Capparelli, student body president candidate for Campus
Action Party, said he was trying to
get to students before they got to
the other parties.
"I'm only pushing one person,
he said. "They have strength in
numbers." Capparelli is the only
member of his party on the ballot.
Bobbie Mitchell, student body
president candidate from the Student Wanting Action Today par-

>> Facebook
FROM PAGE 1

Facebook is a way to get connected. According to Monster Jobs,
utilizing social networks such as
Myspace, Friendster and Tickle can
help out one's career. Being part of
social networks helps make connections for school, business and personal interests.
Bryan Murley, a journalism professor, has a Facebook account he
created when it was only allowed for
high school and college students.
"I basically use it to keep in touch
with former students, colleagues and

ty, was campaigning on the south
quad Monday, passing out buttons and flyers to students.
"It's better than I thought it
would be, but you still only get
one out of six or eight that care,"
he said.
Mitchell said his party was
actively campaigning via Facebook and calling friends to remind
them to vote.
"I've been out here since 7:30
a.m. except for two hours when I
went to class," he said.
Today SWAT will place more
party members around campus to
reach voters.
United Party of Students
passed out more than flyers on
Monday. They passed out candy.
"We're trying to get our faces
out there as much as we can," said
Drew Griffin, candidate for offcampus senator.
Griffin said party members
were walking and talking with
students and explained the party's
stance on issues.

for e-mail messages," Murley said. "I
would recommend this to other professors because you can create class
groups and events for smdents."
Murley has several friends who are
currently journalism smdents, but he
never asks people to be his friend.
H e checks it at least once a week or
when people tell him they sent him a
friend request or a message.
"I have found e-mail is not as
effective as it use to be," Murley said.
"Students are likely to check their
Facebook accounts regularly."
Recently, a newspaper staff member and student from Wichita State
University found Murley on Facebook to ask him a question on the

Student body president candidate Eric Hiltner said the candy was a chance to break the ice
with students and gave the party a
chance to talk to potential voters.
Hiltner said when he talks to
students, many of them say they
do not care about Student Government because it does not affect
them.
"We tell them it does affect
you," he said. "It affects you quite
a bit."
Chris Kromphardt, candidate
for student vice president for academic affairs, said UPS had six to
seven people campaigning today
and will have even more people
campaigning tomorrow.
Student Government elections
continue today.
Students can vote under a tent
in the Library Quad from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Students must bring
their Panther Card to vote.
Nora Maberry can be reached at
581 -7942 or at nemaberry@eiu.edu.

>> God debate
FROM PAGE 1

Sterling said there was not
enough time to discuss every aspect
on the topic of God's existence so the
discussion was limited to one aspect
- the cosmological argument.
The cosmological argument is an
argument for the existence of God.
It does not try to prove anything
about God, except merely to argue
that such a cause must exist.
Sterling set out to show in his
presentation that the belief in God is
rational. H e argued that a being like
God is necessary to explain the existence of the universe.
Sterling laid out seven steps he
said proved the existence of a necessary being, a being that must exist by
its own nature, and then said, "Let
us call this being ' God."'
Foley is currently working on
documenting the causal factors that
lead people to believe in religions,
despite the substantial rational

Facebook I Statistics
·Over 55,000 regional, workrelated, collegiate, and high school
networks.
• More than 65 billion page views
per month
·More than 14 million photos

First Amendment usage.
"There may be privacy concerns,
but from communication perspective, it's good," Murley said.
Some people are concerned with
schools checking their personal profiles. H owever, there are ways to prevent your name being searched.

uploaded daily
·More than 6 million active user
groups on the site
• More than 95 percent of
Facebook members have used at
least one application

Facebook offers privacy options
on their site.
Eastern administration does not
look at pages.
According to Brenda Major, dean
of Admissions, Eastern's Admissions
Office does not check to see if applicants for incoming smdents have

objections to these very beliefs. Foley
argued that the cosmological argument disproved Sterling's case.
H e said the cosmological argument shows a "first cause," and he
said nothing in the argument suggests something personal like a god.
The cosmological argument, Foley said, shows energy has been here
and always will but not God.
The audience posed questions like
H ow does one explain intelligence
coming from nothing?; If mankind
disappears, then does God also disappear?; What would Foley need to
prove God's existence?
"Every human being has asked
these questions," Foley said and added that's why the audience was there.
Sterling said the most important
issue that both he and Foley agree
on is the question whether reasons
can be given for a belie£
"People have lots of things they
believe in," Sterling said.
Emily Zulz can be reached at 581 -7942
or at eazulz@eiu.edu.

Facebook accounts.
"We receive nearly 10,000 applications for the fall term, so we'd need
staff people dedicated to Facebook
review alone," said Major. "While we
conduct a holistic applicant review, I
don't envision adding Facebook to
the selection criteria."
Jerry Ingram, a freshman history major, checks his Facebook about
four times a day. On average, people
spend 25 minutes on the site daily.
'1t's an easy way to keep contact
with a lot of friends I don't get to see
much," Ingram said.
Brittni Garcia can be reached at 5817942 or at bmgarcia@eiu.edu.
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City to vote on $27.4 million budget tonight
Electricity rates to increase
along with proposed rises in
water and sewer rates
By MattHopf
City Editor
The Charleston City Council will vote
today on the $27.4 million budget for the
2008-2009 fiscal year, which starts May I.
The budget has been on file for public
inspection since the March 18 council meeting.
The main area of increase in the budget is
energy.
The city is budgeting $27 5,000 on fuel,
which is a $82,000 increase from the current
budget.
Electric prices will also increase.
In addition, when the electric price-freeze
ended at the start of 2007, electricity was
expected to increase by $225,000.
The city decided to purchase electricity on
the open market and was able to lessen the
increase to $165,000.
For instance, the city spent $12,000 annu-

ally on electricity for City H all before deregulation.
With the increase in rate prices, the total
cost to power City H all would have jumped to
$21,000 per year.
City Manager Scott Smith is planning to
bid on the open market again this year, but
he said he is not optimistic because electricity
tends to follow oil prices.
The council is also voting on a 9 percent
increase to water and sewer service rates.
A $40 a month water bill would increase by
$3.60 per month, or $43.20 per year.
The proposed water and sewer service rates
increase are $9.96 per 1,000 gallons, while just
water service rate is $9.03 per 1,000 gallons.
The current rate is $9.14 per 1,000 gallons
of water for water and sewer service, and water
service is $8.28 per 1,000 gallons.
When a user goes over I 0,000 gallons, the
proposed increase would be $9.58 per 1,000
gallons for water and sewer service, while it
will be $8.29 per 1,000 gallons for just water
service.
Currently, those rates are $8.7 9 and $7.61
respectively.
The university, which receives its own water

and sewer service rate, will see an increase of
$9.58 per 1,000 gallons compared to the current $8.78 per 1,000 gallons.
Charleston Mayor John Inyatt said the
annual water and sewer rate increase will help
establish a capital reserve fund so the city will
not have to borrow money to upgrade the
Water Treatment Plant and the Waste Water
Treatment Plant in the future.
The plants usually require upgrades every
20 years, he added.
The increase will also go to payments on a
loan the city is applying for from the Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency.
The loan would be used to help pay for proposed renovations of the Waste Water Treatment Plant.
In other business, the council may approve
an intergovernmental agreement with Coles
County for the development of a park at the
corner of 6th Street and Madison Avenue.
Inyatt said under the agreement the city
would spend about $20,000 to develop the
land while the county would give an additional $10,000 for the park.
The county has yet to approve the plan and
tabled it at the April county board meeting.

Also introduced to the council is a proposal
waiving the bidding process to purchase equipment for the Waste Water Treatment Plant.
Only one company manufactures the equipment.
Bid awards for purchasing street materials
and chemicals for the Water Treatment Plant
will also be introduced.
The council will look at authorizing an
agreement with Eastern for geographic information system support services, which involves
creating a computerized overlay map of streets,
sewers and other utilities.
Two zoning requests will also be introduced
to the council.
One will rezone property along 18th Street,
south of Lincoln Avenue from residential to
commercial.
The other request is to rezone property at
the intersection of E Street and Locust Avenue
from commercial to residential.
The city council meeting statts at 7 :30 p.m.
at 520 Jackson Ave. in the Council Chambers
at City H all.
Matt Hopf can be reached at 581-7945 or at
mthop(@eiu.edu.

UNIVERSITY I FACULTY SEN ATE

Board of Higher Education update given
Members express
concern over lack of
state support
Barbara Harrington
University Reporter
Les H yder said he thinks there is
not enough support from the state
for higher education.
H yder, Eastern's representative on
the illinois Board of H igher Education's Faculty Advisory Council
(FAC), will be speaking at today's
Faculty Senate meeting about the
council's activities from the past year.
FAC meets once a month and

H yder said there is usually at least
one legislator present at each meeting.
H e said the purpose of the council is to give legislators and education officials a faculty perspective on
issues affecting education.
"Our perspective is absolutely crucial for policymakers to have," H yder
said. "We're concerned about what is
happening in the classroom and how
we can make that experience the best
possible one for students. We talk
about how issues affect us and the
university experience."
H yder said he will touch on the
popular topic of higher education
funding. H e said the amount of

"Of course it's no secret in the climate that we have today in illinois
with our political situation and budgetary situation that I think we all
are very anxious to know about what
has been happening with this committee," Curry said.
Robert Augustine, dean of the
graduate school, will also be speaking at the senate meeting.
Curry said Augustine will present information on interdisciplinary
programs.
She said he will offer ideas on how
to further interdisciplinary programs
in graduate education.
Jeanne Snyder, faculty senate
recorder, will also act as a guest at

funding for public schools has continually decreased for the past eight
years that he has served on FAC.
Hyder said this decrease has lead
to an increase in tuition costs and an
increase in the amount of student
debt.
'1f (students are) paying debts,
they can't afford to buy cars," H yder
said. "They will have trouble getting
to work and they will have to put off
starting families, and that has its own
social and economic ramifications."
Faculty Senate Chair Lynne Curry said the senate is always curious to
learn what FAC has heard from policymakers about higher education
funding.

the meeting. Curry said Snyder is
the coordinator of the only interdisciplinary graduate program at Eastern, gerontology.
Gerontology is a science dealing with the aging of people and the
elderly.
The senate was scheduled to hold
elections for its executive committee
today, but Curry said the elections
have been postponed until next week
because the senate already has a full
agenda. The Faculty Senate meets
at 2 p.m. in Room 4440 of Booth
Library.
Barbara Harrington can be reached at
581-7942 or at bjharrington@eiu.edu.

Eastern Illinois University
Blood Drive
sponsored by the Americ,a n Marketing Association
familiar?
it should, . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . .
us out online, and
you can sign up for
an online
subscription FREE!
We have podcasts,
slideshows, and the
same great stories
that the paper has
d 'I
So check us out @
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STATE I SAFETY

NATION BRIEFS

Violent threats close campuses

The Associated Press

Huge crowd to greet
pope at White House

Graffti prompts
canceled classes at
St. Xavier University

WASHINGTON- The leader of
the world's Roman Catholics has
been to the White House only
once in history. That changes this
week. President Bush is driving
out to a suburban military base to
meet Pope Benedict XVI's plane.
A crowd of up to 12,000 is due at
the White House on Wednesday
morning for the pope's official
arrival ceremony. The White
House crowd will be the largest
of Bush's presidency. It even
beats the audience last spring
for Queen Elizabeth II, which
numbered about 7,000

The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Graffiti scrawled
in a St. Xavier University bathroom
reading "Be prepared to die on 4/14"
resulted in empty campuses Monday
not only at the college, but at four
nearby elementary and high schools.
Chicago's Malcolm X College
evacuated students and canceled
daytime classes after a similar threat
was found in a campus bathroom.
And Michigan's Oakland University
also was closed because of threatening graffiti mentioning April 14.
The closures - just two days
before the anniversary of the Virginia Tech killings and exactly two
months after the deadly rampage at
Northern Ulinois University - illustrate a major challenge facing school
administrators, who have to decide
just how seriously to take such
threats.
'1 can see why they're doing it for

Blockbuster offers $1
billion for Circuit City
DALLAS - Blockbuster Inc. is
making a hostile takeover bid
of just over $1 billion for Circuit
City Stores Inc. with dreams of
creating a huge chain that would
sell electronic gadgets and rent
movies and games. The offer is
larger than Blockbuster's entire
stock market value.

the safety of the kids. But I see it as
over the top," said Lynn Ruggiero,
whose daughter is a freshman at one
of the high schools that shares a campus with Xavier and closed Monday.
Ruggiero said she figures whoever wrote the threat "is getting a certain satisfaction," from putting thousands of Chicago smdents out of
class. Still, she knows school officials
have a hard time pleasing everyone:
"If they hadn't closed, people
would have said, 'How come you
didn't?'"
St. Xavier University and Malcolm X College are located about
15 miles apart, and despite what
was described as "basically" the same
wording in the threats, there was no
indication the incidents were related,
according to Chicago police spokeswoman Monique Bond.
The graffiti at St. Xavier - the
second of two threats found since
April 5 - was widely publicized over
the weekend, and also contained
in updates the college placed on its
Web site.
While St. Xavier decided Friday to close its campuses until fur-

ther notice, classes at Malcolm X
resumed late Monday afternoon.
Bond said bomb-sniffing dogs from
the Chicago Police Department were
taken through Malcolm X, but campus police made the final decision
about when to open campus.
Oakland University, an 18,000student state university located about
20 miles north of Detroit, planned
to resume classes Tuesday.
The graffiti that prompted its
shutdown also made a reference to
"4/14" but didn't threaten a specific
type or time of attack, said university spokesman Ted Montgomery.
Montgomery said unfortunately, such security events have become
commonplace in the educational
sphere.
"It's just part of the deal these
days," he said.
School
administrators' decisions about handling threats can
be made easier by having a plan in
place should a crisis arise, said Larry Consalvos, senior vice president
at iXP Corp., a security consulting
firm which works with universities
on campus safety.

WORLD BRIEFS
The Associated Press

US-friendly Berlusconi
wins Italy's election
ROME- Media billionaire Silvio
Berlusconi won a decisive victory
Monday in Italy's parliamentary
election, setting the colorful
conservative and staunch U.S.
ally on course to his third stint
as premier. The victory in voting
Sunday and Monday by parties
supporting Berlusconi avenged
his loss two years ago to a centerleft coalition.

Ex-President offers to
be 'communicator'
AIRPORT CITY, Israel- Former
President Jimmy Carter defended
his plan to meet with the top
leader of the violently antiIsrael Hamas movement, saying
Monday he hopes to become
a conduit between the Islamic
militant group and Washington
and Israel. Isolating Hamas is
counterproductive, Carter said.
Hamas runs the Gaza Strip but is
ostracized by Israel, the U.S. and
European Union as a terrorist
group.

Introducing our" newest addition to Unique Properties!

1 & 2 Bedroom Units Available
for the 08-09 school year!
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Doughnuts Are en Sale .in the
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY

$5.00 Per
Dozen
$.2.50 Half
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100 Dozen
Xrispy Kreme Douqhnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at
7arn

call 581-3616
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Must have experince with:
*Adobe InDesign
*Designing Ads
*Adobe Acrobat

Come to the Student
Publications Office to fill out an application today!
(on the bottom floor of
Buzzard Hall)

The St. Francis Xavier Foreign Mission Society
(The Xaverian Missionaries)
can help any Catholic young man
to answer the Mission Call.
Phone or write to Fr. Joe Matteucig, SXlOl Summer
Street, Holliston MA 01746. Phone (508) 429.2144,
Email pino.ma@gmail.com or Contact Fr. Adolph
Menendez, SX at St. John 's Newman Center of UoflChampaign!Urbana-cell phone (414) 243.2248, Email
adolphmenendez@yahoo.com. He may give you a
pointer or two.
See us online at www.xaviennissionaries.org and
check out our Mission Life Direction Program at:
www.missionlifedirections.org
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tor sale
Full sized bed for sale. Fairly new.
$125. Price negotiable. Also,
black wooden desk for sale. $20.
Call 708-646-1282
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118

•

help wanted

Assistant Supervisor, Chemistry
Stockroom. Full-Time starting
711/08. Major duties include
preparing solutions and setting up
apparatus fore hem istry lab classes.
BS/ BA required. Chemistry major
preferred, but others w ith relevant
experience considered. Submit
application letter, resume, copies
of transcripts, names and phonenumbers of two references
to Dan Sheeran, Department
of Chemistry, Eastern Illinois
University, 600 Lincoln Ave,
Charleston, IL 61920. Inquiries:
217-581 -6231 or djsheeran@
eiu.edu. Screening of applicants
begins 4/25/08 and continues
until position is filled. AAIEOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4116
Now accepting applications at
Buffalo Wi ld Wings, Mattoon.
servers,
bartenders,
Hi ring
cashiers, and cooks. Apply in
person.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118
YOUTH MINISTRY SUMMER
INTERNSHIP
AVAILABLE,
Charleston First Baptist Church,
2800 University Drive. Mail
resume to office or email to
fbcsecretary@consolidated.net for
job description. 345 -5081
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118
Part-time office assistant needed
now through August 31st. 20-24
hours per week. Email resume to
julie@unique-homes.net or fax to
345-5023
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118
Cocktail waitress needed must be
21 and available this summer 10
min East of Charleston Phone for
interview 1-217-349-8613
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4125
Great opportunity for Psychology,
Sociology, and Special Education
majors. CTF needs FT and
PT direct care staff to assist
individuals with developmental
disabilities with daily living skills
and individual training goals in
group homes. Looking for selfmotivated staff w ho w ill advocate
for the needs of residents. Shifts
available on evenings, overnights,
or early mornings. Must be
available weekends and holidays.
Must be at least 18 years old w/
HS diploma or GED. Requires
successful completion of crim inal
background check. Requires val id
driver's Iicense with satisfactory
driving record. Preference given to
applicants who will be available
to work spring break and over the
summer. Apply in person on the
Square @ Charleston Transitional
Facility, 521 7th St., Charleston.
www.ctfil linois.com EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4125
!Bar-tending! Up to $250/day. No
experience necessary, training
provided. 1-800-965-6520, ext.
239.

________ 5n
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roommates

3 Roommates wanted for 1919
9th St. to room with 1 male.
Home close to campus. Fall
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roommates

'08/'09. Summer also available.
$235 plus utilities. Call Kelly
(217) 343-8468
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/28
NEED ROOMMATES? UNIQUE
PROPERTIES
IS
LOOKING
FOR ROOMMATES TO FILL
BEDROOMS IN SEVERAL OF
OUR LOCATIONS. ALL VERY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FULLY
FURNISHED, AND REASONABLE
RATES. CALL 217-345-5022,
www.unique-properties.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/28

May-Aug 1st. 1 Bedroom fully
furnished.
Included
cable,
internet, trash, and water. $425/
mo. 217-840-1129
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18

't'

torrent

NEWER 3 BEDROOM LUXURY
APARTMENTS! at 1515 Third
Street, 1n block off campus,
behind Arbys. In unit wid,
stainless appl, 3 parking spots,
$395/person. Call Brian 7783321.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/15
HUGE 6 BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR RENT! 4 private bedrooms
available. 3 full baths. Free
washer and dryer. Free wireless
internet and off street parking.
RENT REBATE available. Call
217-496-3084. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/16

't'

torrent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
2&3 BR houses 1 block to Lantz/
O'brien. Washer/dryer, NC. 3454489, Wood Rentals; jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
2BR money-savers @ $275-300/
person. CABLE & INTERNET
INCL. Don't miss it. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals; jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
BEST 1-person apts. Affordable.
Grads, undergrads, staff. 3454489, Wood Rentals; jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
1 person looking for a roomy
apt? Try this 2BR priced for one
@$425/mo. INTERNET, CABLE,
WATER INCL. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals; jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
Need
fall
semester
only?
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2
bedroom apartments available.
Call 345-6000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
Fall 2008- One block from jimmy
John's on 4th St. 3 Bedrooms,
$250 per person. FREE off street
parking. Large patio entrances,
grills and patio furn iture allowed!
217-776-6189
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
Spacious 2 Bedroom, new
kitchen & bath, laundry on-site.
Trash/water included. $600/
mo. 900 7th St., Available midMay. (217) 273-8828. www.
El URental Properties. com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21

6 BEDROOM HOUSE 4 rooms
available. Ask about rent/deposit
special. Bring a friend to rent
with and get a $75 rent rebate.
Call NOW 217-496-3084. Leave
message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/16

Perfect for Couples! Spacious
1 Bedroom newly remodeled
hardwood floors, laundry on-site.
Trash/water included. $530/mo.,
900 7th St. (217) 273 -8828.
www.El U Rental Properties. com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21

NICE 2 BEDROOM APT. ON
SQUARE. AVAILABLE JUNE 1.
CA, CARPETED, DISHWASHER.
$450/MONTH. TRASH AND
WATER INCLUDED. 345-4010
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/16

*REDUCED RENT* Spacious
2 Bedroom apartment, $620/
month, Large Bedrooms, WID,
NC, dishwasher. june or August,
535 W. Grant, (217) 273-8828.
www.EIURentaiProperties.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21

For Rent; Girls only; 1 bedroom
apt. across from Buzzard. 2
bedroom house away from
campus, quiet area. 345-2652
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/17
2 BR apartment available in
Millennium. For details, cal l 217581-3259 or 217-345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18

*REDUCED RENT* 5 Bedrooms,
2 1/2 bath apartment near
campus. $325/person gets you
a sweet apartment. WID, NC,
dishwasher, microwave, 1106
johnson, (217) 273-8828. www.
El URental Properties. com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21

Li ncoInwood Pi netree Apartments
has 2 & 3 bedroom apts. on 9th
St. Apartments have great space,
large closets, close to campus,
and AFFORDABLE rent! We also
accept pets. Call 345-6000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18

Female tenants wanted for private
studio and 1 BRapts. Very unique,
cathedral ceilings, sun-deck,
loft, antique floors. Too much to
list. Call (815) 600-3129 (leave
message). Non-smokers only.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/23

4 bedroom house for 08-09 school
year. 2 blocks from campus. WI
D. Call821-1970.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18

FALL 2008: 3 BR, 2 BA House
close to campus, 1518 2nd St.
$1150/month. Call 259-4449 or
235 -5546

Need a 2 BR close to Buzzard?
Call 345-6000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4125

'08-'09 school year: 3 BR house
3 blocks from campus. CA, W/D.
$300/person. 348-0394
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
Reasonable Rent!- 1,2, & 3
bedrooms, WID. 1 Bedroom
above Mothers on the square.
345-3919. Inquire about pets.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
Ugly, but good: 3 BR HOUSE for
3-4, WID, 1 block to EIU, across
from Aj's and Panther Paw.
$825/12 MO. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals; jim Wood, Realtor.

NICE 3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
APT ON 8TH FURNISHED,
WATER, INTERNET & TRASH
INCLUDED!! CALL 259-7463

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4125
10 OR 12 MONTH LEASES
AVAILAB LE:
3
BEDROOM,
2 BATH APT AT 2403 8th.
FURNISHED, ALL INCLU SIVE
PRICES!
ELECTRIC,
HEAT,
WATER, CABLE, INTERNET,
AND TRASH. CALL 345-6210
OR VIEW EIPROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/28
NEWELY AVAILABLE! student
rental house on 12th St. Great

't'

torrent

location! Summer/Fall, WID No
pets. 217-508-4343
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4R8
TWO
BEDROOM
FULLY
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
NEXT TO FAMILY VIDEO
NOW
LEASING.
LEATHER
SOFA, SKYLIGHTS, FULL SIZE
BEDS, PC WORK STATION
TABLES, CENTRAL ACIHEAT,
SOME UTILITIES INCLUDED
IN RENT. FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION OR A TOUR
CALL 348-0157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4R8
THREE
BEDROOM
FULLY
FURNISHED
DUPLEX
NEAR
LANTZ
BUILDING
NOW
LEASING.
LEATHER
FURNITURE, TRACK LI GHTING,
HARDWOOD FLOORING, FULL
SIZE BEDS, PC WORKSTATION
TABLES, DRESSERS, WASHER!
DRYER, LARGE FENCED IN
BACKYARD. FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
AND
SCHEDULING A TOUR CALL
348-0157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4R8
TWO
BEDROOM
FULLY
FURNISHED
APARTMENT
AVENUE
AND
LINCOLN
TENTH STREET LOCATION.
LEATHER FURNITURE, FULL
SIZE BEDS, PC WORKSTATION
TABLES,
DRESSERS,
ETC...
INCLUDED. FOR ADDITIONAL
CALL 348INFORMATION
0157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4R8
Fall 2008: 6 Bedroom Home
1R block from Od Main. Ample
parking W/D Newly renovated
ONLY 275 per month. 847-9213180.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4R8
FALL 08-09: 3 BEDROOM, 2 1/2
BATH HOUSE. OPEN FLOOR
PLAN, WOOD FLOORS, WID,
FURNISHED,
DISHWASHER,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL 3456210 FOR A SHOWING OR
VIEW EIPROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4R8
3 BR APARTMENTS AVAILABLE.
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS
ON 4th & 7th ST. ALL FULLY
FURNISHED,
VANITIES
IN
BEDROOMS,
ROOMMATE
MATCHING AVAILABLE. CALL
www.unique217-345-5022,
properties.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4R8
3 or 4 BR. Spacious house
available, 219 jackson Ave, Near
Square. Call 217-549-1957
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
GREAT LOCATION NICE TWO
APARTMENT.
BEDROOM
WATER AND TRASH PAID. 217348-0209 OR 217-549-5624
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

't'

torrent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Large 3, 4 bedroom apartments,
1 studio; both in same house. 2
blocks off campus. 7th Street.
Call217-728-8709
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available june 1, 1 Br Apt. Water
and Trash included, off St. parking
3 blocks from campus$ 390/mo.
Buchanan Street Apartments.
345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NEW LUXURY ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENTS FOR AUGUST
'08. Perfect for serious students,
professionals, or couples. Super
efficient. WID in each unit.
www.
Must see!!! 348-8249
ppwrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1 Bd. apt. avail. trash, water,
electricity, DSL, cable, Free
parking, laundry on site. 235 6598. or 273-2048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
VILLAGE RENTALS: 2008-2009
Two BRapt. with large living room
& fireplace, water included and
1R of electricity. Pets welcome
w/ pet dep. (217) 345-2516 for
more information and appt.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
N ice 3 bedroom house. CA, WI
D, bar, off-street parking. Call
217-202-4456
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
KNOCK KNOCK. Who's there?

't'

torrent

A landlord looking for 3 students
(preferably girls) who
are
looking for a spacious furnished
3 bedroom apartment for next
school year. 10 month lease $175
I student. Call 345-3664
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 BedroomApartments-3 Different
locations: 617 W. Grant, 1017
Woodlawn, 1520 C St.-Close to
campus. WID, central air, some
w ith dishwashers, large closets,
lots of remodeling, no pets. june
1st & Aug. 1st leases. 348-3075.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 Bedroom House-june 1st. WI
D, quiet neighborhood, no pets.
$225/bedroom. 348-3075.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, $250 PER
PERSON. ALSO 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT.
10
MONTH
LEASE. 345 -5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Large 1 & 2 BR apts. available
May 16th. Partially furnished,
ideal for couple. Cat o.k. 743-745
6th St. $365-$41 0/apt. Call 345 6127 or 508-6596
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Lynn-Ro Apts. 12th and Arthu r.
1, 2 and 3 bedroom apts. Most
newly remodeled. Washer and
dryer. Some available May. 217345-0936
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

The End Game - Going Fast! Get 'em while they last!
Select 1&2 BR apts- Most with cable & internet included
3BR houses, good locations, ale, washer/dryer

Jlrn Wood, Realtor

1512 A StreeL p_Q_Box 377
Charleeton, IL 61020
217-345-4480 Fax: 34$-4472
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345-6533
LNWOOD
INETREE
PARTMENTS

2008 FALL SCHOOL YEAR.
NEAR OLD MAIN. NICE,
COMFORTABLE 4 BEDROOM
HOUSE. PARKING. 348-8406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Roommate needed for Fall 2008
to share 6 bed house with 5 girls.
1 Block North of Old Main on
6th Street. www.ppwrentals.com
348-8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
9th St. APTS: REDUCED RATES,
3 & 4 BR, SEMESTER LEASES
CONSIDERED,
SECURITY
REQUIRED. NO PETS. 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
House for rent Fall '08: 5 BR, 1
1R Bath, near Kiwanis Park. W/
D, AC, off street parking, no pets.
217-345-9665.

Free
Parking

Terrific Apartments

345-6000

2219 9th St. Apt. 17

•'

torrent

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST, NOW TRY
THE BEST!!!! Campus Pointe Apartments
offers 2 and 3 bedrooms with individual
leases AN D roommate matching.
Our rent includes CABLE, HI-SPEED
INTERN ET, PHONE, WATER, SEWER,
AND TRASH. Plus, we give you $60-$7S
toward your monthly electric bill!!! ...
AND THAT'S NOT ALL! We have a 24hour clubhouse that offers a tanning bed,
fitness center, game room, and computer
lab w ith unlimited printing. CALL 3456001 o r visit www.apartmentseiu.com
today !
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
3 bedroom apt. for lease. 1 1/ 2 b lock
from campus. Available Aug. No pets.
www.
$325 per person. 345-7286
jwill iamsrentals.com
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
2 Bedroom apartments for Fall '08. Trash,
off-street parking, w ireless. 345 -7286.
www.jwil liamsrentals.com
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
1 Bedroom apartments-Avai lable August$395/525 per month. Off-street parking,
w ireless, trash included. No pets. 3457286. www.jw illiamsrentals.com
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
BRITIANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES
08/09 school year. 3 bedroom 2.5 bath,
WID, Dishwasher, Central AC. Located
w ithin walking distance of EIU. Free
parking & trash. $750 month. Call 217508-8035
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
4 bedroom house for Fall 2008. Fi rst
Street, range, refrigerator, washer/dryer.
No pets! Cal l 345-7286 or go to www.
jwill iamsrentals.com
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
FOR '08/'09: 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT
AND EFFICIENCIES AT 959 6TH ST.
GREAT LOCATION, NO PETS. 3453951.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
LOOKING FORA BARGAIN? BRITIANY
RIDGE TOWN HOUSES 3-4 bedroom.
$275 p/ p refrigerator, stove, water, trash,
central air. 234-7368
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
TROUBLED BY ALLERGIES?... A LL
CERAMIC TILE UNITS AVAILABLE.
CHECK US OUT AT WWW.EIPROPS.
COM OR CALL 345-621 0 FOR
SHOWING.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
Private BR in nice 8 BR home. 1 Block
from EIU campus. Furn./Unfurn. Male
Roommates. $425/ mo. plus util. (217)251 -1593.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
BRITIANY RIDGE TOWN HOMES FOR
RENT. 3 OR 4 BR, 2 1/2 BATHS, TRASH
AND PARKING INCLU DED, FOR $275/
EACH. 348-5427
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
O LD TOWN E APARTMENTS: 1, 2, &,
3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 4
LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE FROM 3456533
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
New Four
Bedroom
Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus. Across from
Lantz. Fully Furnished. Cal l Today for
Lowered Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
University Village. 4 bedroom houses
$450/per person. All utilities included.
345-1400
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
FALL '08-'09; 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS. WATER
& TRASH INCLUDED. PLENTY O F O FF
STREET PARKING. BUCHAN AN ST.
APTS. CALL 345 -1266.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS. Showing 3
BR/1 .5 Bath units for Fall 2008. Located
behind Subway. Rates also available for
Immediate/Spring leasing. 345-0936.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
WHEN LOCATION MATIERS, come
see PARK PLACE APTS. Showing for
Fall 2008. Rooms sti ll avai lable for
Immediate/Spring leasing. 715 Grant,
#1 01 or 348-1479.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash and
parking included. Great location. Call
217-345 -2363.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
FALL '08 Q U ALITY/CONVEN IENCE.
2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Washer &

•'

torrent

Dryer included. 1-2 blocks from campus.
(217)493-7559. www.myeiuhome.com
-----------------00
Fal l/Spring
08-09'.
Ninth
street
apartments, 3-4 bedroom. Off street
parking, trash paid, 10 month lease.
Security deposit required. NO PETS.
348-8305
-----------------00
New apts. Close to campus. Furnished
or Unfurnished. Rent starts at $275/MO.
345-61 00 www.jbapartments.com
-----------------00
Close to campus. 3 bedroom house avail.
2008-09. CAw/ heat pump. WID. 10-12
mo lease. $900/mo. New carpet. 5495402
-----------------00
65 NEW ONE BEDROOM APTS www.
Charleston iLApts.com or 217-348-7746,
Charleston.
-----------------00
4 bedroom for lease. Fall 08.3 or 4 people.
Plenty of room, flexible leasing option.
Dishwasher, WI D, central air. 10 1/2
month lease. Contact us at217-273-0675
or view at bradleehomeimprovements.

•'

torrent

campus. Off street parking is included
so you don't need a parking permit or
a shuttle. They are locally owned and
locally maintained. Give us a call for
an appointment 345-7286 or visit our
website: www.jwilliamsrentals.com.
----------------- 00
08-09 school year 3-4 bedroom house.
3-4 b locks from campus. $275/300 per
person 348-0394
----------------- 00

•'

torrent

•'

4 bedroom furnished house close to
campus. 10 month lease. 345 -5048
-----------------00
BEST BARGAIN O N CAMPUS 3 & 4
bedroom 2 bath Apts. Furnished or
Unfurnished. Rent starts at 275/ mo.
345-61 00. www.jbapartments.com
-----------------00
Nice 4 bedroom 2 bath apartment.
Extremely close to campus. Call 2346598 or 273-2048.

torrent

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
Awesome 2 bedroom apartments close
to campus. Everything included except
electricity. Call 234-6598 or 273 -2048
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00
bedroom apartments. Everything
included except electricity. Qu iet
location. Call 234-6598 or 273 -2048.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -00

campus clips
Respect for Youth-UMADD will host a Healthy Decisions panel Tuesday, April 15th from 5-6 p.m. at McAffee
Gym. Prior to the 7 p.m. Team Flight Brothers game, the HERC staff will talk about making responsible decisions.
4/15
International Programs/Asian Heritage Month will host an International Student Panel Thursday, April 17 th from
2:30-3:30 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon room, Union. EIU Asian students will discuss "Being Asian at EIU". Free
refreshments served.
4/17
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com.
-----------------00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS 1611 9TH
ST: Two bedroom apartment, completely
furnished. Available spring semester. For
information call345 -7136.
-----------------00
Campus Point Apartments under new
management. Now leasing for Spring and
Fall of 08' . 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
with private bathrooms in each bedroom.

WID in every apartment. List utilities
included. Clubhouse w ith fitness room,
computer lab and tanning bed. 3456001
-----------------00
3 AND 4 BEDROOM HOUSES FOR
RENT. Refrigerator, stove, WID, hookup.
Great Deals for students. 234-7368
-----------------00
NOW
RENTING
FALL
08'-09'.
Efficiencies 1,2 and 3 bedrooms all
utilities, cable and internet included.
234-7368
-----------------00
Four, Three Bedroom Duplex, Efficiency
Apt, BUZZARD ONE BLOCK. OA, WI
D. Five, Three Bedroom Houses, ONE
BLOCK NORTH O LD MAIN. OA, WI D,
dishwasher, trash, lawn services. 3453253.
-----------------00
There is only one left at 1812 9th street.
It has 4 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms,
furnished, very nice and locally owned.
Trash and guaranteed parking lot included
with security lighting. Avai lable August
15th of 2008. Please call and leave a
message. 348-0673
-----------------00
Group of 4 or 5 looking for a nice place?
This 5 BR/2 BA remodeled home on 3rd
St. is perfect & the price has now been
reduced! Call for details or to view: 217962-0137
-----------------00
Summer/Fall 2008: 2 BR apt., 2001 S.
12th St. and 1305 18th St. Stove, fridge,
microwave, trash pd, $240-$425. Call
348-7746, www.CharlestoniLApts.com
-----------------00
Summer/Fall 2008-new 1 bedroom apt,
3 blks from campus, 1306 Arthu r Ave.
Stove, refrig, microwave, dishwasher, W/
D, Trash pd. $495 call 348-7746 www.
Charleston ILApts.com
-----------------00
Fall 2008-2 bedroom apt, 955 4th
Str. 7 blks from campus, stove, refrig,
microwave, dishwasher, Water and
Trash pd, $250-$450. call 348-7746.
www.CharlestoniLApts.com
-----------------00
Summer/Fall 2008--New 1 bedroom apt,
Polk/A Street, stove, refrig, microwave,
dishwasher, WI D, trash pd. $495 call
348-7746. www.CharlestoniLApts.com
-----------------00
2 YEAR O LD 3 BR 2 BA DUPLEX.
EXCELLENT LOCATION. WASHER/
DRYER, DISHWASHER, DISPOSAL
THREE VANITIES INCLUDED. CALL
(217)493-7559 OR V ISIT US AT WWW.
MYEIUHOME.COM
-----------------00
Yes, we have apartments for Fall. We
have clean, modern apartments, Close to
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No. 0304
1
s
10

14
1s
16
17
19

20
21
22
23
25
27
30
31
32
35
38
39
41
42
44

45
46
48

ACROSS
It's full of holes
and traps
Gastric juices,
e.g.
Remnant of a
tattoo removal,
maybe
Zone
Herb popular in
Indian food
Staff note
Glam rocker's
accessory
Jessica of
"Fantastic Four"
films
The "F" in the
equation "F ma"
Pat on the back,
as a baby
Sleigh
Get up
Loathes
Usurer's victim
Throat condition
Parisian streets
Tiptop
Drained of color
'What ___ the
odds?"
Dumps (on)
Guitarist's guitar
Succeed in life
It fills barrels
Freshly
Make believe
Espy

so
52
54

55

57
61
62

64

=

65
66
67
68
69

Like trees on a
prairie
Hooch
"Mr.
risin'"
(classic Doors
lyric)
One always on
the lookout for a
deal
Hotel room
posting
Wife of Osiris
Director's cry ...
or a statement
about 17-Across
and 11 - and
29-Down
Longtime
Yugoslav chief
Flood preventer
Surrounding glow
List ender
Play to the back
of the audience
Longings

DOWN
Sailor's hook
2 Nabisco cookie
3 King who was the
father of Cordelia
4 Moneybags types
s Starting pitcher
6 Places to park
7 Saturate
a New Look
designer
9 Answer in anger
1

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

PUZZLE BY KEVIN DONOVAN
10
11

12

13
1s

24
26
27
2s
29
30
33

Overhead shots
Transparent
packaging
material
Color meaning
"caution" on
13-Down
See 12-Down
Guitar ___ (hit
video game
series)
Oil-rich land
They're uplifting
Bummer
Money since
2002
Taco alternative
Coal bed
Extended family

34
36
37
39
40
43
45
47
49
so
s1
s2
53
56

Stereotypical
tattoo
Company V.I.P.
Former speaker
Gingrich
"Exodus" author
Long-gone bird
Kind of can
Eroded
Like caresses
Writer Pound
Beat, biblically
Take as a given
"Wonderful!"
Wedding band,
maybe
Polite way
to interrupt
someone

sa Loyal

59

Pull in

60

Watering holes

63

"Get it?"

For answers, ca 1-900-285-5656, $1 .49 a m nute; or, w th a
cred t card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annua subscr pt ons are ava ab e for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the ast 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
On ne subscr pt ons: Today's puzz e and more than 2,000 past
puzz es, nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share t ps: nyt mes.com/puzz eforum. Crosswords for young
so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords.
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SOFTBALL
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I EASTERN ILLINOIS AT IND IA NA STATE

Inclement weather has defined season
Panthers to have busy
week with six games
in six days

EASTERN PROBABLE
STARTERS
Name
BA
M. Nelson
.354
RF
R. Mackie
.325
S. Coppert
.373
2B
CF
D. Menzione
.296
K. Holtz
.227
3B
1B
M.Jackson
.276
p
K. Mackie
.214
A. Nolte
.127
L. Brackett
.200
LF
Sta rting Pitcher
Karyn Mackie (7-7)
2.46 ERA

Pos.

ss

By Kevin Murphy
Assistant Sports Editor
Eastern softball has had 17 games
canceled this season.
The majority of the canceled
games have been because of inclement weather.
One was canceled because of
darkness.
Eastern will try to get in a game
today against Indiana State when the
Panthers travel to Terre Haute, Ind.,
for a 3 p.m. game against the Sycamores (13-20-1).
Eastern head coach Kim Schuette
said the cancellation of so many
games is frustrating because she is
trying to get experience and playing
time for her players.
Although this is a non-conference game for the Panthers (1316), it's another game that can help
them prepare for weekend conference games.
JOHN BAILEY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
The Panthers will be busy this
week with potentially six games in Eastern junior second baseman Sarah Coppert bats during a game in early April against Samford. Coppert
leads the team with a .373 batting average with 25 hits and one home run. She also has scored 14 runs.
six days.
Eastern's three-game OVC series doubleheader at 1 p.m. Saturday dering if we made the right choice."
Eastern is scheduled to play at
That was first time this season
Saint Louis in a doubleheader on against Tennessee Tech on Saturday at Williams Field, but that doubleThursday and an Ohio Valley Con- and Sunday was canceled because header was pushed back to Sunday that an entire series against an OVC
ference has a three-game series at of rain and freezing temperatures in because of weather conditions.
opponent has been canceled.
It was then canceled because of
Jacksonville State on Saturday and Charleston.
Eastern previously had a single
The OVC rulebook calls for tem- more rain and freezing temperatures game against Austin Peay canceled
Sunday.
Temperatures for today's game peratures to be more than 38 degrees on Sunday.
on March 22 because oflow temper'1t's really hard as a coach to can- atures at the scheduled game time.
are expected to be in the upper 50s, to start a softball game, and wind
with clear skies.
chill plays a factor in that determi- cel a game," Schuette said. "People
A doubleheader against Tennesthink we just sit and enjoy the rest of see-Martin on March 30 was also
This has been unusual for the nation.
Panthers.
Eastern was supposed to play a our day. We beat ourselves up won- canceled.

>> Grimes Field
FROM PAGE 12

Despite the different starting
time, different stadium and different
playing environment, Schmitz said
preparation for the game against the
Fighting lllini would not change for
his team.
"lhe real reason is to get a game
where a lot of people can come out,"
Schmitz said. "To me it's a great
chance to promote college baseball.
I hope the excitement will be there.
The weather seems to be unbelievable compared to what it's been like
for a month."

AD Lickin'
Good

EASTERN PROBABLE
STARTERS
Pos.
Name
BA
CF
B. Nommensen .351
LF
C. Restko
.313
2B
J. Tokarz
.307
DH
Z. Skidmore
.275
3B
J. Kreke
.264
C
R. Derbak
.330
1B
T. Facer
.315
.291
SS
C. Strang
RF
R. Lindquist
.225
Starting Pitcher
Mike Recchia (1-0) 5.87 ERA

Scott Richey can be reached at 581 7944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

FROM PAGE 12

Samford, Eastern Kentucky and
Eastern Illinois all finished 7-2 in a
tie for third place.
At least with men's and women's
basketball there are written down
tie-breakers for coaches, players, fans
and media to fret about at the end
of a close regular season - if they
have time to read a novel.
OK, the tie-breaker is only four
pages, but it feels like you have to
have a Ph.D. to read it because it
breaks down each and every possible
situation in detail.

"Pretty much right now, we'll
take (any type of weather)," Eastern
sophomore shortstop Megan Nelson said. "Getting up on game day,
going through your routine, it just
throws you off (when the game is
canceled)."
Nelson said the ideal weather is
temperatures in the 70s and sunny.
Eastern junior pitcher Kathleen Jacoby said the canceled games
helped the Panthers recover from
nagging bumps and bruises.
A rescheduled doubleheader
against Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis
on March 31 was canceled because
of rain.
Rain in Muncie, Ind., on March
18 also canceled a doubleheader
against Ball State.
"We just have to do our part,"
Schuette said. "Everything's in our
hands. Our goal is to win two out
of three the rest of the way and beat
(Southeast Missouri) at home."

Kevin Murphy can be reached at 5817944 or at kjmurphy@eiu.edu.

That was needed this season for
women's basketball.
The Eastern women's basketball
team finished in a three-way tie for
second in the OVC this season. lhe
Panthers split their series with Samford and Murray State (also tied for
second), but because they lost two
games to Southeast Missouri, who
finished first, Eastern finished as the
fourth seed.
Tie-breaker confi.1sion continued
with OVC volleyball. Jacksonville
State, SEMO and Morehead State
all finished 15-5 in the conference
for a share of the OVC regular season championship. But Jacksonville

State won the tie-breaker and hosted
the conference tournament.
Ultimately, beating the tie-breaker comes down to teams and players winning important matches or
games.
It's not fi.m for anyone to sit
down and mark down every tiebreaker situation. But at the same
time, it's what sports is all about stressful situations. Does your season continue based on a coin flip or
if you scored more points?
Either way, there's a thrill to it.
Kevin Murphy can be reached at 5817944 or at kjmurphy@eiu.edu.
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ALL ACCESS WITH MIKE AND MATT IMBURGIA

IMBURGIAS SUCCEED TOGETHER FROM FAIRWAY TO GREEN

JOHN BAILEY | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Mike (left) and Matt (right) Imburgia are two of three Imburgia’s on Eastern’s golf teams. Mike and Matt are seniors. Their younger sister Katie is a junior on the Eastern’s women’s team.

It probably shouldn’t come as a surprise that Eastern’s top two golfers have posted nearly identical scores the last two sea-

sons. After all, they’re twins. Seniors Matt and Mike Imburgia have kept pace with each other for some time, and this year both
brothers have a 75.2 stroke average. The brothers recently sat down with Staff Reporter Mike Mears to discuss improvements
they have made, their relationship with older brother Anthony and why they transferred from Illinois State.
What was it like to both play
well this fall against Chicago
State?
Matt: It was fun. We play (Meadow View Golf Course) every day, and
that’s where we go practice. We’re
pretty familiar with it. We even grew
up playing it. When you get to play a
course that much, you know it pretty well. I played well. Made a putt
on the last hole for birdie, otherwise
I would’ve tied for first with this guy
here.
Do you two make it a goal to
beat each other when you
are playing?
Mike: Matt and I have the exact
same average – the exact same number of strokes per round. We’ve been
playing together since we started
playing golf. Family rivalries really don’t exist. High school golf was
the same way. We’re just looking for
ways to help each other out, for each
other to play well.
What was it like to win two
high school titles at
Effingham St. Anthony?
Mike: In high school they played
the courses a little bit shorter than
in college, but we played well. We
had a really good team. Playing in
Bloomington in the cold weather in

October wasn’t much fun, but other
than that, it was fun in high school
because every day you’re going to
school with your teammates – guys
you know really well.

Why did you both decide to
transfer from Illinois State to
Eastern?
Matt: Long story short, things just
didn’t work out. What we were hoping for was a chance for all three of
us (including older brother and former Eastern golfer Anthony Imburgia) to be able to play together.
Mike: Part of it is the coach that
recruited us was there for the first
semester, and then he retired. We
didn’t hear anything about it.
Matt: The ISU women’s coach at
the time took over both programs.
He had a different idea about what
was going to happen to the guys’
team (than the previous coach). And
Mike Moncel was our swing coach
when we were little, ever since we
were 10 years old. And so after we
left ISU and we found out that he
had the head-coaching job here, it
was just a perfect fit.
What has led to your
improvement during the
past two years?
Matt: Honestly, I think a lot of

it is attributed to my mental game.
It’s come a long way since I started golf. I was known as one of the
guys who, when a round of golf got
going bad, that I would tend to beat
myself up and somewhat almost quit
on my round. And that would result
in me throwing away a lot of unnecessary shots. Now, I’m realizing that
if I don’t have a good score it’s going
to affect the team quite a bit. And so
when something goes bad out there
(I) just keep plugging away.

you say chipping? I wouldn’t say
short game because my putting is
not very good. I’ve been struggling a
lot lately with my putting, so I guess
I’d say chipping.
Mike: He reminds me a lot of
Phil Mickelson. I don’t know if you
watch golf a lot, but he’s very creative.
Matt: There you go. Creativity.
That’s my strong point.
Mike: I think that’s really accompanied his mental game.

What would each of you say
is your biggest strength on
the course?
Matt: That’s a really good question. You can go first, because I don’t
know what I would say.
Mike: Lately I’ve been hitting the
ball pretty long. I would say distance
is definitely my strong point. But to
be quite honest with you, that’s not
one of the things I’m looking for. The
key to playing well and being successful is the short game. If you miss
a green from the fairway, you’ve got
to get up and down for par. If you
hit a green close enough to the hole,
you’ve got to be able to make some
putts. As long as your short game is
good enough, the worst you’re going
to do is par.
Matt (asking his brother): Would

If you could take one oncourse attribute from the
other, what would it be?
Matt: I would want Mike’s (mental) drive. One thing I notice about
him, when he gets the mindset that
he can win and sets his mind to win,
it will happen or he’ll come really close. I think for a while when he
was in a little bit of a slump, he let
that part of his game go.
Mike: Obviously, like I mentioned
earlier, he has a great short game. I
would probably say, besides that, the
one thing I would like to have is that
he’s a very easy-going guy. When he’s
on the course he could hit a bad shot,
but a lot of times it doesn’t seem to
get to him. On his way to the ball,
he’ll be talking and laughing with his
competitors. He gets to his ball and

he never seems out of it. If he gets
into trouble, he finds some creative,
easy-going way to get out of it and
end up shooting a good score.

What was it like to play on
the same team with your
older brother, Anthony?
Mike: One of the greatest golfers
I’ve ever played with, that’s for sure.
Matt: One of the greatest guys
ever.
Mike: Just all-around. Academic All-American. 4.0 (GPA) almost
every year in college. Won a collegiate tournament last year in Hawaii.
To say the least, he’s pretty much our
role model, if you can’t tell. He got
us started in the game. He’s a student
of the game. He would practice and
practice and practice. Sometimes it
got ridiculous how long he would
practice.
Matt: He would eat, sleep (and)
breathe golf.
Mike: Whether it’s golf, school,
or anything, he’s very dedicated. He
wants to be the best. He will not give
up until he succeeds.
Golf, school; now he’s in dental
school. Very good player to look up
to as a role model.
Mike Mears can be reached at 5817944 or at mlmears@eiu.edu.
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NATIONAL SPORTS
MLB
Oakland at White Sox

7 p.m. on Comcast SportsNet

Team battles rain, cold,
sleet in Alabama

MLB
Milwaukee at St. Louis

Sports Reporter

I

By Dan Cusack

I

7:1 5p.m. on Fox Sports Midwest

The Eastern women's golf team is
in seventh place out of eight teams
after the first round of the Ohio Valley Conference Championships.
Eastern finished with a team score
of337 (+49) after the first round and
currently sits three strokes behind
sixth place Eastern Kentucky (334)
and 17 strokes behind first place
Murray State (320). Eastern golfers
had to battle bad weather throughout
the entire first round.
Jacksonville State, who is hosting the Championships at The Shoals
on the Robert Trent Jones Golf Trail
in Muscle Shoals, Ala., is two strokes
behind Murray State.
"It was really tough," said sophomore Jaymie Voorhees. "It was very

KEVIN MURPHY

Confusing
tie-breakers
a part of
sports
Tie-breakers are annoying.
They are confusing. They
drive coaches, players, fans and
media crazy.
And the Eastern women's tennis finds itself in a precarious situation because of them.
The Panthers finished the season 5-5 in the conference, and
in sixth place, the final spot to
qualify for the Ohio Valley Conference Championships.
But Eastern was unsure if
they had qualified or not following a regular season-ending win
against Southeast Missouri. They
had to wait for one final league
match. And that final match further muddled Eastern's postseason chances. Tennessee Tech
beat Tennessee-Martin on Monday to move into a tie for fifth
place with the Panthers and the
Skyhawks.
All three teams won one
match and lost one match
against the other two teams tied
for fifth. And all three teams lost
to the top four teams in the conference. Two of these teams will
make the OVC Championships
and one will be left out. What
order those teams will fall is still
up in the air. Eastern men's team
made the OVC Championships,
but a tie-breaker still looms in
the Panthers' future.
The men's team is guaranteed
a spot in the league tournament.
That much is known.
Where they are seeded,
though, is another question to
be answered.
The Panthers finished in a
three-way tie for third place with
Jacksonville State and Eastern
Kentucky. All three teams finished 6-3 in conference play. All
three teams beat one of the other
teams tied for third and lost to
one of the teams tied for third.
And all three have lost to the
two top teams in the conference,
Samford and Tennessee Tech.
But in the men's league last
season, Jacksonville State and
Tennessee Tech both finished 81 for a share of the conference
regular season tide.

>>

WOMEN'S GOLF I O HI O VALLEY CONFERENCE UPD ATE

Team seventh after first round

I

1 p.m. on Comcast SportsNet
MLB
Cincinnati at Cubs
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SEE MURPHY, PAGE 10

BASEBALL

TEAM LEADERBOARD
School
Murray State
Jacksonville State
Samford
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State

Score
320 (+32)
322 (+34)
328 (+40)
330 (+42)
332 (+44)
334 (+46)
337 (+ 49)
411 (+ 123)

EIU LEADERBOARD
Standing
T13
T15
T23
T28
T33

Name
J.Voorhees
M. Anderson
C. Riordan
K.lmburgia
A. Simons

Score
82 (+10)
83(+11)
85 (+ 13)
87(+15)
92 (+20)

cold. One minute it would be sleeting, and the next, it would just be
very windy."
Junior Michelle Anderson said
the weather has not been good to the
Panthers all spring.
"Weather was not too nice today,"

Anderson
said.
"It was tough to
play in. H opefully
we can get better
weather
tomorrow. "
Anderson said
The Shoals on the
Jaymie
Robert Trent Jones
Voorhees
GolfTrail
is one of
Sophomore
the
most
difficult
golfer currently
courses she has
tied for 13th
after one round played all season.
Voorhees led all
at the OVC
Championships. Panthers with an
82 (+10) to open
the first round of the tournament.
H er score was good enough to
place her in a tie for 13th.
"I am striking the ball well, but I
am not getting it close enough to the
hole," Voorhees said.
Anderson was one shot behind
Voorhees to finish first-round play
with an 83, good enough for a tie of
15th place.

"I played better than my score
shows," Anderson said. "I played well,
but had a couple of tough holes at the
end of my round."
Anderson said she hopes to hit her
driver better and hopes to make more
puts in the second round.
Junior Carrie Riordan, who earlier
Monday was named to the OVC First
Team before the start of the tournament, shot a first-round 85, which
was good enough for a tie for 23rd.
Voorhees said the team didn't play
well Monday, but are confident they
can improve in the second round.
Austin Peay freshman Chelsea
H arris is currently in first place after
a first-round score of77.
The three-round tournament will
continue today as the first tee time is
scheduled for 8 a.m. Live scoring of
the event can be viewed through the
Ohio Valley Conference Web site.
Dan Cusack can be reached at 581 7944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.

I EASTERN ILLINO IS VS. I LLI NO IS

JOHN BAILEY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Freshman Matt Miller pitches at Coaches Stadium during a game earlier this month. Miller is slate to start tonight's game at 6:30 against Illinois.

1

Panthers start next home' stand
Midweek game against
Fighting lllini moved to
Grimes Field in Mattoon
By Scott Richey
Sports Editor
Eastern's midweek game schedule
has been the same each week as long
as inclement weather didn't force a
cancellation.
The Panthers play two midweek,
non-conference games - one on Tuesday, one on Wednesday - that start at
3 p.m. at Coaches Stadium or one the
road if Eastern is the away team.
Today's midweek, non-conference
game against lllinois will be a little
different. And not just because the

Fighting lllini are the first - and only
- Big 10 conference team the Panthers play this season. Eastern is the
home team against lllinois (18-12),
but the game will not be played at
Coaches Stadium. Instead, the Panthers will travel II miles to Mattoon's
Grimes Field at Peterson Park to play
the Fighting lllini at 6:30 p.m.
Eastern head coach Jim Schmitz
said the game was moved to Mattoon
in an attempt to get more fans at the
game.
"We're trying to promote college
baseball," Schmitz said. "We complain that no one comes to our games.
We're taking it to Mattoon, which is
kind of a baseball crazy town."
Mattoon is known as the "Baseball
Capital of the World," and has played

host to the 1969 Babe Ruth World
Series for 15-year-olds and also the
1974 Tournament of Champions for
16- to 18-year-olds.
Schmitz said he was excited about
playing in Mattoon in what he said
would be a night of fun with different promotions for little league
teams. Players from both teams will
be available for autographs before the
game, and kids will be allowed on the
field for 30 minutes before the introduction of the starting lineups.
The night aspect of the game
will be different for the Panthers
too. Eastern (16-15) has played in
two night games this season against
Southeastern Louisiana and N orthwestern State.
"They have lights," Schmitz said

about Grimes Field. "We haven't
had anyone commit a quarter of a
million dollars for lights for us. We
wouldn't have taken it there to play at
3 o'clock."
Not only will the night-game
aspect of the IUinois game be different, but Schmitz said the atmosphere
will also be different because his team
is playing the Fighting lllini.
H e said he could be in Wal-Mart
after winning the first 20 games of
the season and no one would say anything to him about the team, but as
soon as Eastern beats lllinois, people
would start talking.
"Everyone will get fired up,"
Schmitz said. "It's amazing."

»

SEE GRIMES FIELD, PAGE 10

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
WOMEN'S GOLF
Today at OVC Championships

All Day - Muscle Shoals, Ala.

I

SOFTBALL
Today at Indiana State

I

3 p.m. - Terre Haute, Ind.

BASEBAll
Tonight vs. Illinois

I

6:30p.m. - Grimes Field, Mattoon

BASEBALL
Wednesday at Saint Louis

3 p.m. - St. Louis

WOMEN'S GOLF

I

Wednesday at OVC Championships

All Day - Muscle Shoals, Ala.

I

